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Introduction

Document Contents

This document describes the details about Apache Cassandra.
Descriptions would cover the following areas.

Apache Cassandra Overview

Apache Cassandra Installation

Apache Cassandra Usage

Target Readers

Target readers of this document are as follows :

Users who include IMBox in the module configuration and set up intra-mart Accel Platform

Operations Administrator who manages intra-mart Accel Platform database (Cassandra)
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URLs of external site in this Document

External URLs shown in this document are effective as of March 2014.

Cassandra Overview

In this chapter overview and basic knowledge about Apache Cassandra are introduced.

Topics

About Apache Cassandra
Cassandra Characteristics
Assuring Cassandra Consistency

About Apache Cassandra

It is an open-source database management system in Key-Value format, which was developed by Facebook Corporation.
It was originally used in the user message search function of Facebook, and then donated to Apache Software Foundation in
March, 2009.
It was upgraded to the Apache top-level project in February, 2010.

Cassandra Characteristics

Since Cassandra puts priority on AP (Availability and Partition Tolerance) in Brewers CAP Theorem,
it has the following characteristics.

High Performance
High Scalability in Distributed Form
Architecture without Single Point of Failure (SPOF)
High Availability

Assuring Cassandra Consistency

In this way “Consistency” of Brewers CAP Theorem is sacrificed while availability is emphasized.
However, it is possible to set the level of consistency as a tradeoff with delay. Levels that can be set by Cassandra are as
follows:

Zero (no guarantee for consistency)
One (consistency is guaranteed for only one)
Quorum (consistency for as many as (number of nodes+1)/2 is guaranteed)
ALL (consistency is guaranteed for all nodes)

On IMBox, the level Quorum is adopted.

Note

Brewers CAP Theorem

This theorem states that it is not possible to satisfy all the 3 items below at the same time in the data replication
in distributed computing system.
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Consistency

From all the nodes same data should be seen at the same time.

Availability

Failure in some node should not affect the function of other nodes.

Partition Tolerance

Operations can continue despite the message losses caused by communication failures such as
network failures.

RDB in general is of a CA type, which satisfies Consistency and Availability.

Cassandra Setup

In this section setup method and various settings of Cassandra are described.

Obtaining Apache Cassandra

From the home page of Apache Cassandra, please download Cassandra of the version stated in the Release Note.

Note

URL (as of March, 2014)

Apache Cassandra Project Page : http://cassandra.apache.org/ (English)
Release Archive: http://archive.apache.org/dist/cassandra/ (English)
Apache Cassandra 1.1.12：http://archive.apache.org/dist/cassandra/1.1.12/apache-
cassandra-1.1.12-bin.tar.gz

Warning

The latest version of ApacheCassandraas of March 2014 is 2.0.6.
However, versions 1.2 to 2.0 are not supported by the Cassandra libraries used on intra-mart
Accel Platform.
For the present, please use the latest one of 1.1 versions, which is 1.1.12.
Please refer to Cassandra Version Upgrade for the version upgrade of Cassandra.

Cassandra Setup for Windows

In this section the setup method of Cassandra in Windows environment is described.

Topics
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File Expansion
Various Settings

Cassandra Setting
Memory Setting
Environment Variable Setting

File Expansion

<apache-cassandra-1.1.12-bin.tar.gz> file which has been downloaded by Obtaining Apache
Cassandra should be expanded to the arbitrary path.
[*] For the expansion of files, please use the decompression tool that can expand the compressed
file in TAR-GZ format.

Note

In this document the directory below is specified as an example.

[C:/cassandra/apache-cassandra-1.1.12]

Directory to which Cassandra has been expanded is hereafter abbreviated as
%CASSANDRA_HOME%.

Various Settings

Following settings should be in place before starting Cassandra.

Cassandra Setting

Please open <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/conf/cassandra.yaml> file which states the setting of Cassandra by
the editor, and edit it.
For the details about cassandra.yaml file, please refer to [cassandra.yaml Major Items List] of [ Cassandra
Reference Information].

1. Specifying Cluster Name

Arbitrary cluster name should be specified to [cluster_name] property.

cluster_name: 'IMBox Cluster'

Warning

In case multiple Cassandra servers exist, cluster may be configured by looking at
the cluster name to judge if it is the Cassandra of the same cluster.
Therefore, it is recommended to change the initial value, when intra-mart Accel
Platform is newly built.

2. Specifying Data Storage Location

Please specify arbitrary path to [data_file_directories] property.
If there is no directory specified, it will be automatically created at startup time.

data_file_directories:
   - C:/cassandra/data

3. Specifying Commit Log Storage Location

Please specify arbitrary path to [commitlog_directory] property.
If there is no directory specified, it will be automatically created at startup time.

# commit log
commitlog_directory: %CASSANDRA_HOME%/commit_log

4. Specifying Cache Data Storage Location

Please specify arbitrary path to [saved_caches_directory] property.
If there is no directory specified, it will be automatically created at startup time.
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# saved caches
saved_caches_directory: %CASSANDRA_HOME%/saved_caches

Note

When the version upgrade of Cassandra is to be made, data on the previous
version should be migrated to the new version for use.
Please refer to Cassandra Version Upgrade for the details about version
upgrade.

5. Specifying Communication Address for communication with other Cassandra

Cassandra communicates with other Cassandra’s with the IP address obtained by Java
InetAddress.getLocalHost(). If there are multiple addresses, it is necessary to explicitly specify the IP address
to be used for such communication.

listen_address: 192.168.xxx.xxx(arbitrary IP address)

rpc_address: 192.168.xxx.xxx(arbitrary IP address)

6. Specifying System Log

Please open <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/conf/log4j-server.properties> file by the editor, and set arbitrary path
to [log4j.appender.R.File] property.

log4j.appender.R.File=%CASSANDRA_HOME%/system.log

Memory Setting

Memory value which is appropriate for the installation environment should be set.
Please open <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra.bat> file by the editor.
Minimum heap size is set to [Xms] property, and the maximum heap size is set to [Xmx] property. The values
specified should not be smaller than the ones in the example below.

set JAVA_OPTS=-ea^
 -javaagent:”%CASSANDRA_HOME%lib\jamm-0.2.5.jar”^
 -Xms512M^
 -Xmx512M^

Warning

The values to be set should be [512M] or more.
If the values smaller than [512M] are set, it may not function properly.
In Cassandra it is recommended to set the value no smaller than 1GB.

Environment Variable Setting

Home directory at which JDK has been installed should be added to Windows environment variable.
Please follow the descriptions of WindowsOS manual, and do the settings shown below.

Variable JAVA_HOME

Value Home Directory at which JDK has been installed

Note

Please install JDK6 or JDK7 in advance.

Registration/Deletion to Windows Service

In this section registration/deletion methods of Cassandra to Windows Service are described.

Topics

Registration to Windows Service
Obtaining Apache commons daemon
Registration to Windows Service
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Deletion from Windows Service
How to Downgrade Apache commons daemon

Registration to Windows Service

Obtaining Apache commons daemon

Please download <commons-daemon-1.0.14-bin-windows.zip> from the URL below.

http://archive.apache.org/dist/commons/daemon/binaries/windows/ (English)

Note

URL (as of March, 2014)

Apache commons daemon Project Page:
http://commons.apache.org/daemon/ (English)
Download Page:
http://commons.apache.org/daemon/download_daemon.cgi (English)
commons-daemon-
1.0.14：http://archive.apache.org/dist/commons/daemon/binaries/windows/commons-
daemon-1.0.14-bin-windows.zip

Please create <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/daemon> folder, and expand <commons-daemon-1.0.14-bin-
windows.zip> to a separate folder.
Place prunsrv.exe and prunmgr.exe to <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/daemon> folder.

Note

Execution file of prunsrv.exe would vary depending on the CPU of the server in
operation.

Please use :

prunsrv.exe in ia64 folder in case of ia64 CPU
prunsrv.exe in amd64 folder in case of amd64 CPU
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Registration to Windows Service

Please execute [Command Prompt] as an Administrator, and

%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra install

run the command above.

Setting the parameters for "cassandra"
Installation of "cassandra" is complete

will be displayed. Registration is completed, if the following is displayed in [Local Service Display].
Please change the type of startup to [Auto] or other if required.

Deletion from Windows Service

Please execute [Command Prompt] as an Administrator, and

%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra uninstall

run the command above.

trying to delete service if it has been created already

will be displayed. Deletion is completed, if [cassandra] service has been deleted from [Local Service Display].

How to Downgrade Apache commons daemon

Warning

Since Apache commons daemon 1.0.15 includes the defect by which Windows
Service cannot be stopped, recommended version has been changed to 1.0.14.
Descriptions below are for the customers who has already set up Windows Service
utilizing Apache commons daemon 1.0.15.

1. Obtaining and Expanding Apache commons daemon 1.0.14

Please obtain the binary file of Apache commons daemon 1.0.14 for Windows from the URL below, and
expand the zip file.

http://archive.apache.org/dist/commons/daemon/binaries/windows/commons-daemon-1.0.14-bin-
windows.zip

2. Replacing prunsrv.exe

Please obtain prunsrv.exe from the expanded zip file.
Please replace prunsrv.exe which is located under bin\daemon folder under the Cassandra install folder with
the one obtained as described below.
It is not necessary to stop Cassandra service during the replacement process.

Note

Execution file of prunsrv.exe would vary depending on the CPU of the server in
operation.
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Please use :

prunsrv.exe in ia64 folder in case of ia64 CPU
prunsrv.exe in amd64 folder in case of amd64 CPU

3. Operations Confirmation

While the Application Server which operates intra-mart Accel Platform is stopped, please confirm that
Cassandra service in the Service List can be normally stopped and started.

Cassandra Setup for Linux

In this section the setup method of Cassandra to Linux environment is described.

Topics

File Expansion
Various Settings

Cassandra Settings
Changing Number of File Descriptors
Memory Setting
Environment Variable Setting

File Expansion

<apache-cassandra-1.1.12-bin.tar.gz> file which has been downloaded by Obtaining Apache
Cassandra should be expanded to the arbitrary path.

Note

In this document the directory below is specified as an example.

[/usr/local/cassandra]

Note

If you do the symbolic-link of the one expanded as /usr/local/apache-cassandra-1.1.12
to /usr/local/cassandra, you would be able to have easier access when the version is upgraded.

# ln -s /usr/local/apache-cassandra-1.1.12 /usr/local/cassandra

Various Settings

Following settings are necessary before starting Cassandra.

Cassandra Settings

Settings of Cassandra are stated in </usr/local/cassandra/conf/cassandra.yaml> file. Please open it by the
editor, and edit it.
For the details about cassandra.yaml file, please refer to [cassandra.yaml Major Items List] of [ Cassandra
Reference Information].

1. Specifying Cluster Name

Arbitrary cluster name should be specified to the [cluster_name] property.

cluster_name: 'IMBox Cluster'

Warning

In case multiple Cassandra servers exist, cluster may be configured by looking at
the cluster name to judge if it is the Cassandra of the same cluster.
Therefore, it is recommended to change the initial value, when intra-mart Accel
Platform is newly built.
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2. Specifying Data Storage Location

Please specify arbitrary path to [data_file_directories] property.
If there is no directory specified, it will be automatically created at startup time.

data_file_directories:
  - /var/lib/cassandra/data

3. Specifying Commit Log Storage Location

Please specify arbitrary path to [commitlog_directory] property.
If there is no directory specified, it will be automatically created at startup time.

# commit log
commitlog_directory: /var/lib/cassandra/commit_log/1.1.12

4. Specifying Cache Data Storage Location

Please specify arbitrary path to [saved_caches_directory] property.
If there is no directory specified, it will be automatically created at startup time.

# saved caches
saved_caches_directory: /var/lib/cassandra/saved_caches/1.1.12

5. Specifying Communication Address for communication with other Cassandra

Cassandra communicates with other Cassandra’s with the IP address obtained by Java
InetAddress.getLocalHost(). If there are multiple addresses, it is necessary to explicitly specify the IP address
to be used for such communication.

listen_address: 192.168.xxx.xxx(arbitrary IP address)

rpc_address: 192.168.xxx.xxx(arbitrary IP address)

6. Specifying System Log

Please open </usr/local/cassandra/conf/log4j-server.properties> file by the editor, and set arbitrary path to
[log4j.appender.R.File] property.

log4j.appender.R.File=/var/log/cassandra/1.1.12/system.log

Warning

Remarks for Settings

Depending on the combination of OS and JDK version, Xss of JVM parameters may become
insufficient causing the failure of Cassandra startup.
We have observed that the error would occur for the combinations listed below.

OS: Linux type OS
JDK: Oracle JDK 1.7u40 , Oracle JDK 1.7u45

Circumvention

This symptom can be circumvented by changing the value of Xss which is set in
${cassandra}/conf/cassandra-env.sh.

In case Cassandra version is 1.1.4

   if [ "`uname`" = "Linux" ] ; then
   # reduce the per-thread stack size to minimize the impact of Thrift
   # thread-per-client.  (Best practice is for client connections to
   # be pooled anyway.) Only do so on Linux where it is known to be
   # supported.
     if startswith "$JVM_VERSION" '1.7.'
     then
#         JVM_OPTS="$JVM_OPTS -Xss160k"
       JVM_OPTS="$JVM_OPTS -Xss228k"
     else
       JVM_OPTS="$JVM_OPTS -Xss128k"
     fi
 fi

In case Cassandra version is 1.1.12
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 if [ "`uname`" = "Linux" ] ; then
   # reduce the per-thread stack size to minimize the impact of Thrift
   # thread-per-client.  (Best practice is for client connections to
   # be pooled anyway.) Only do so on Linux where it is known to be
   # supported.
   # u34 and greater need 180k

  #     JVM_OPTS="$JVM_OPTS -Xss180k"
  JVM_OPTS="$JVM_OPTS -Xss228k"
fi

Changing Number of File Descriptors

Depending on the OS settings, IOException or FileNotFoundException may occur during the systems operations,
and Cassandra may not work properly.
This problem occurs if the upper limit of the number of files that can be used (opened) by the Cassandra process
exceeds the upper limit defined by OS.
Therefore, this problem can be circumvented by adding the following numbers for the respective environment to
the number of OS file descriptors
which is set in /etc/system/limits.conf or /etc/security/limits.conf. So, please change the value accordingly.

* soft nofile 32768
* hard nofile 32768
root soft nofile 32768
root hard nofile 32768

[*] User name and the value are listed as examples. Please set the appropriate values for your
environment.

Note

Current setting value of file descriptor can be

ulimit -n

found by the above.

Memory Setting

In the Linux environment the maximum heap size (Xmx) is automatically set with the value below by
</usr/local/cassandra/conf/cassandra-env.sh> at startup time.

If installed memory size is 2048MB or less, it is half of installed memory size.
If installed memory size is 2049MB or more and 4099MB or less, it is 1024MB.
If installed memory size is 4100MB or more and 32768MB or less, it is one quarter of installed
memory size.
If installed memory size is 32769MB or more, it is 8196MB from the installed memory.

If you want to set the arbitrary value, you should remove the comment-out of the following items in
</usr/local/cassandra/conf/cassandra-env.sh>, and set the arbitrary value.

#MAX_HEAP_SIZE="4G"
#HEAP_NEWSIZE="800M"

Warning

The value which is set to MAX_HEAP_SIZE should be [512M] or more.
If the value smaller than [512M] is set, it may not function properly.
In Cassandra it is recommended to set the value no smaller than 1GB.
Appropriate value should be set for HEAP_NEWSIZE depending on the value set for
MAX_HEAP_SIZE.

Environment Variable Setting

Home directory at which JDK has been installed should be added to the environment variable.
Following setting should be made to the environment variable of the user who executes Cassandra.
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Variable JAVA_HOME

Value Home Directory at which JDK has been installed

Registration/Deletion to Linux Daemon

In this section the registration/deletion methods of Cassandra to Linux Daemon are described.

Topics

Registration to Linux Daemon
Deletion from Linux Daemon

Registration to Linux Daemon

Please create the contents below as /etc/init.d/cassandra, and give the execution authority.

# chkconfig: 345 99 1
# description: cassandra
# processname: cassandra
#!/bin/sh

CASSANDRA_BIN=/usr/local/cassandra/bin/cassandra
CASSANDRA_PID=/var/run/cassandra.pid

case "$1" in
  start)
     $CASSANDRA_BIN -p $CASSANDRA_PID
     echo "Running Cassandra"
     ;;
  stop)
     kill `cat $CASSANDRA_PID`
     rm -f $CASSANDRA_PID
     echo "Stopped Cassandra"
     ;;
  *)
     echo "Usage: $0 {start|stop}"
     exit 1
esac
exit 0

Please execute the chkconfig command below, and make it work automatically at startup time.

# chkconfig --add cassandra

Please execute the chkconfig command below. It is successful if the information below is displayed.

# chkconfig --list cassandra
cassandra       0:off   1:off   2:off   3:on    4:on    5:on    6:off

Deletion from Linux Daemon

Please execute the command below, and delete it.

# chkconfig --del cassandra

Please execute the chkconfig command below. It is successful if the information below is displayed

# chkconfig --list cassandra
Service cassandra supports chkconfig, but there was no reference at the execution level (run 'chkconfig --add cassandra').

Please delete /etc/init.d/cassandra if required.

Note

For the settings of intra-mart Accel Platform for Cassandra, please refer to the separate document Setup Guide Apache
Cassandra (in case IMBox is used).
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Please refer to it after you have set up Cassandra or changed the settings.

Setup Guide - Apache Cassandra (in case IMBox is used)

How to Start/Stop Cassandra

In this section the methods of starting/stopping Cassandra are described.

Topics

Cassandra Startup for Windows
Cassandra Stoppage for Windows
Cassandra Startup for Linux
Cassandra Stoppage for Linux

Warning

When Cassandra is operated, please make sure that the time on every node be synchronized by NTP etc.
If there is a mismatch of the time between each node, Cassandra itself might possibly stop.

Cassandra Startup for Windows

Please double-click <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra.bat>.

Startup is completed, if the message below is displayed on the Command Prompt.

INFO 12:55:11,319 Using synchronous/threadpool thrift server on localhost/127.0.0.1 : 9160
INFO 12:55:11,320 Listening for thrift clients...

If it has been made into Windows service by Registration/Deletion to Windows Service, please start it from [Local Service
Display].

Note

If the error below occurs at the time of Apache Cassandra startup, please change the setting of port number.

Error: Exception has been thrown by the agent. : java.rmi.server.ExportException: Port already in use: 7199;
nested exception is: java.net.BindException: Address already in use: JVM_Bind

Please open <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra.bat> file by the editor.

[7199] which is set to the -Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.port property should be changed to
unused port number such as [7198].

-Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.port=8199^

After completing the change, please start Apache Cassandra again.

Cassandra Stoppage for Windows

On the Command Prompt that was used for startup, please execute [Ctrl]+[C] command, and stop the process.

Warning

If you close it by the upper right X button on the Command Prompt, Finish Process may not be performed
correctly, and data could be damaged.
Please make sure that you use [Ctrl]+[C] command to stop it.

If it has been made into Windows service by Registration/Deletion to Windows Service , please stop it from [Local Service
Display].
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Cassandra Startup for Linux

It will run on the background by the command below.

/usr/local/cassandra/bin/cassandra -p /var/run/cassandra.pid

Startup is completed, if the message below is displayed on the console.

INFO 12:55:11,319 Using synchronous/threadpool thrift server on localhost/127.0.0.1 : 9160
INFO 12:55:11,320 Listening for thrift clients...

You can prevent Cassandra from becoming a Daemon by the command below, and can force it to start on the foreground.

/usr/local/cassandra/bin/cassandra -f

If it has been made into Linux daemon by Registration/Deletion to Linux Daemon , it will be executed on the background
with the command below.

/etc/init.d/cassandra start

Note

If the following error occurs at the time of Apache Cassandra startup, please change the setting of port
number.

Error: Exception has been thrown by the agent. : java.rmi.server.ExportException: Port already in use: 7199;
nested exception is: java.net.BindException: Address already in use: JVM_Bind

Please open </usr/local/cassandra/bin/cassandra.in.sh> file by the editor.

[7199] which is set to the -Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.port property should be changed to
unused port number such as [7198].

-Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.port=8199^

After completing the change, please start Apache Cassandra again.

Cassandra Stoppage for Linux

It can be stopped by the command below.

kill `cat /var/run/cassandra.pid`

If it has been started by the command below, please execute [Ctrl]+[C] command, and stop the process.

/usr/local/cassandra/bin/cassandra -f

If it has been made into Linux daemon by Registration/Deletion to Linux Daemon , it can be stopped by the command
below.

/etc/init.d/cassandra stop

Cassandra Cluster Build

In this section the method of building Cassandra cluster is introduced.
Following descriptions in this document are based on [[Table 1. Cassandra Connection Information Setting Example]].

[[Table 1. Cassandra Connection Information Setting Example]]

1st Node (Seed Node) 192.168.0.1
2nd Node 192.168.0.2
3rd Node 192.168.0.3
Keyspace default
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Warning

In case replication-factor or host is changed for the cluster build, setting is necessary when intra-mart Accel
Platform is set up.
For the details, please refer to [Setup Guide - Apache Cassandra (in case IMBox is used) ].

Topics

Cluster Configuration
Node Addition

In case IMBoxEnvironment has already been built
Node Deletion

Cluster Configuration

While Cassandra can be operated with only 1 unit, it can also be built as a cluster configuration allowing load balancing and
redundancy for handling large volume messages.
As is described in Assuring Cassandra Consistency , since IMBox adopts [Quorum(consistency guaranteed for (number
of nodes+1)/2)] for consistency guarantee, it is strongly recommended to make the number of nodes in the cluster to 3 units
or more.

Node Addition

Changing replication-factor and host

replication-factor (hereafter denoted as RF) is the setting which shows how many data replicas are retained in the
cluster.
If the standard value of 1 is used, data reference would not be possible if the node of the subject fails.
As was stated before, since IMBox adopts Quorum for consistency guarantee, it is recommended to use the RF value in
the table below to guarantee consistency.

Number
of
Nodes

RF
value(recommended
value) Description

1 1  
3 3 If RF value is set to 2, consistency cannot be guaranteed if one of the

nodes has stopped, and IMBox will cease to be operational.
4 or
more

3 or more and not
greater than the
number of nodes

Please set arbitrary value considering failure proof factor and data size
for each node.

Seed Node should be specified.

Please open <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/conf/cassandra.yaml> file of each node by the editor, and specify the
first node (192.168.0.1) to [seeds] property as the seed node.

seed_provider:
    # Addresses of hosts that are deemed contact points.
    # Cassandra nodes use this list of hosts to find each other and learn
    # the topology of the ring.  You must change this if you are running
    # multiple nodes!
    - class_name: org.apache.cassandra.locator.SimpleSeedProvider
      parameters:
          # seeds is actually a comma-delimited list of addresses.
          # Ex: "<ip1>,<ip2>,<ip3>"
          - seeds: "192.168.0.1"

After setting is made at each node, please start Cassandra.

Please execute the command below, and each node is displayed as follows. It is completed if the total sum of
Effective-Ownership is confirmed to be equal to the value of [RF * 100%].
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# /usr/local/cassandra/bin/nodetool ring
 (In case of Windows ：C:/ > %CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/nodetool ring)

Starting NodeTool
Address      DC          Rack        Status  State   Load         Effective-Ownership  Token
134073324684581098149220982299151052417
192.168.0.1  datacenter1 rack1       Up      Normal  117.33 KB    88.35%               72029913264419379591431889264009303469
192.168.0.2  datacenter1 rack1       Up      Normal  225.3 KB     59.54%               110436698385580468589163673403640885580
192.168.0.3  datacenter1 rack1       Up      Normal  213.4 KB     52.11%               134073324684581098149220982299151052417

Note

On Cassandra following ports are used by default to communicate with other Cassandra.
Please change the setting of iptables or SElinux for Linux, and the setting of firewall for Windows on an as
required basis.

9160 : Client Connection Port (rpc_port) [1]
7000 : Inter-Node Communication Port (storage_port)
7001 : Inter-Node Communication Port (ssl_storage_port) [2]
7199 : JMX Connection Port (JMX_PORT)

Client Connection Port and Inter-Node Communication Port are set in
<%CASSANDRA_HOME%/conf/cassandra.yaml>.
JMX Connection Port is set in <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/conf/cassandra-env.sh> for Linux and in
<%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra.bat> for Windows.

[1] cannot be changed

[2] in case SSL is used for inter-node communication

Warning

If the value other than 9160 is specified to the Client Connection Port, error will occur in the new node
detection function.
Please do not change the initial value of 9160, and use it.

Note

What is [Seed Node] ?

This node functions as a center (hub) of Cassandra cluster. A node that is newly added to the
cluster will obtain status information of other nodes or information about the overall cluster from
the seed node. Functions themselves would work properly without a seed node, and hence the
seed node itself would not be a single point of failure. However, without a seed node, it would take
more time to detect the status change of nodes in the cluster.

In case IMBoxEnvironment has already been built

In case tenant environment setup has been already executed and IMBox environment has been built, please execute the
following steps.

1. Execute cassandra-cli in the directory below.

# %CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra-cli.sh (or cassandra-cli.bat)

2. Connect to Cassandra with the command below.

[default@unknown] connect 127.0.0.1/9160;

3. Specify the Keyspace used by IMBox with the command below.

[default@unknown] use default;

4. Change replication_factor by IMBox with the command below.
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[default@default] update keyspace default with strategy_options={replication_factor:2};

5. It is successful if the message below is displayed.

Waiting for schema agreement...
... schemas agree across the cluster

6. Finish cassandra-cli with the command below, and restart Cassandra.

[default@default] exit;

7. After the restart, please execute the command below.

# /usr/local/cassandra/bin/nodetool repair
(in case of Windows:  C:/ > %CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/nodetool repair)

Node Deletion

In case you need to delete any node in the cluster, please execute decommission on the node that should be deleted.
It will take a while for this process to complete, because the data on the node to be deleted should be transferred to other
nodes.

# /usr/local/cassandra/bin/nodetool -h [IP address of the node to be deleted] decommission
(in case of Windows : C:/ > %CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/nodetool -h [IP address of the node to be deleted] decommission)

Cassandra Connection Authentication Setting

In this section the authentication setting which uses user name and password for connection to Cassandra will be described.

Warning

In case the setting for connection authentication is made, it is necessary to set the authentication
information when intra-mart Accel Platform is set up.
Please refer to [Setup Guide - Apache Cassandra (in case IMBox is used) ] for details.

In case cluster structure which is made up of multiple Cassandra units is built, it is necessary to do the
setting to every node.

Topics

Obtaining and Expanding Authentication Library
Placement of Libraries and Configuration Files
Changing the Authentication Class to be used
Adding Authentication Setting

for Windows
for Linux

Configuration File Descriptions
Connection Authentication Setting (passwd.properties)
Access Authority Setting (access.properties)

How Connection Authentication is Confirmed

Obtaining and Expanding Authentication Library

A set of authentication library for Cassandra should be obtained.
Authentication library can be downloaded from the URL below.

http://www.intra-mart.jp/download/product/iap/imbox/cassandra_simple_auth.zip

Please expand the obtained file to arbitrary path.

Placement of Libraries and Configuration Files

This file includes a set of authentication libraries that are expanded.

1. ./lib/cassandra_simple_auth-1.0.0.jar
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This library file includes the implementation classes of connection authentication and access control.

2. ./conf/passwd.properties

This configuration file states the user names and passwords that are required for connection authentication.

3. ./conf/access.properties

This configuration file states the control setting of access authority for each connection user.

Each of these files should be copied to the corresponding directory by the relative path in %CASSANDRA_HOME%.

./lib/cassandra_simple_auth-1.0.0.jar → Copy to <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/lib/>

./conf/passwd.properties → Copy to <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/conf/>

./conf/access.properties → Copy to <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/conf/>

Changing the Authentication Class to be used

Open <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/conf/cassandra.yaml> file by the editor.
In the standard setting of Cassandra, connection authentication and access control class are set.

# authentication backend, implementing IAuthenticator; used to identify users
authenticator: org.apache.cassandra.auth.AllowAllAuthenticator

# authorization backend, implementing IAuthority; used to limit access/provide permissions
authority: org.apache.cassandra.auth.AllowAllAuthority

In the standard setting, as the name “Allow All” indicates, all the connections are permitted without doing connection
authentication or access control.
This should be modified as follows allowing the class in the downloaded authentication library to be specified.

# authentication backend, implementing IAuthenticator; used to identify users
# authenticator: org.apache.cassandra.auth.AllowAllAuthenticator
authenticator: org.apache.cassandra.auth.SimpleAuthenticator

# authorization backend, implementing IAuthority; used to limit access/provide permissions
# authority: org.apache.cassandra.auth.AllowAllAuthority
authority: org.apache.cassandra.auth.SimpleAuthority

This has replaced the implementation of connection authentication and access control class.

Warning

SimpleAuthority, which is in the authentication library offered by our company, provides
customization that allows batch setting of access rights to all column families within the key
space by access.properties against the sample implementation provided by Cassandra.

Adding Authentication Setting

In the implementation class that has took effect in the previous section, it is necessary to specify the authentication
configuration file path of access.properties and passwd.properties as startup parameters.
Setting method of startup parameters for each OS to be used will be described below.

for Windows

Open <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra.bat> file by the editor.
Please see the sample below, and add access.properties property and passwd.properties property.

before addition

...
-XX:+UseCMSInitiatingOccupancyOnly^
-Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.port=7199^
...

after addition
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...
-XX:+UseCMSInitiatingOccupancyOnly^
-Daccess.properties=%CASSANDRA_HOME%/conf/access.properties^
-Dpasswd.properties=%CASSANDRA_HOME%/conf/passwd.properties^
-Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.port=7199^
...

for Linux

Open </usr/local/cassandra/conf/cassandra-env.sh> file by the editor.
Please see the sample below, and add access.properties property and passwd.properties property.

before addition

...
# Prefer binding to IPv4 network intefaces (when net.ipv6.bindv6only=1). See
# http://bugs.sun.com/bugdatabase/view_bug.do?bug_id=6342561 (short version:
# comment out this entry to enable IPv6 support).
JVM_OPTS="$JVM_OPTS -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true"

# jmx: metrics and administration interface
...

after addition

...
# Prefer binding to IPv4 network intefaces (when net.ipv6.bindv6only=1). See
# http://bugs.sun.com/bugdatabase/view_bug.do?bug_id=6342561 (short version:
# comment out this entry to enable IPv6 support).
JVM_OPTS="$JVM_OPTS -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true"

# set authentication parameter properties path.
JVM_OPTS="$JVM_OPTS -Daccess.properties=$CASSANDRA_HOME/conf/access.properties"
JVM_OPTS="$JVM_OPTS -Dpasswd.properties=$CASSANDRA_HOME/conf/passwd.properties"

# jmx: metrics and administration interface
...

Warning

In case you build the cluster and enable authentication setting on multiple Cassandra units, same settings
should be made to all the nodes in the cluster.

Since the enable/disable of the authentication setting is to be applied to each cluster, all the keyspaces
within the same cluster will be the subject for authentication setting.

In case authentication setting is enabled, connection user name and password may be changed for each
keyspace.

Configuration File Descriptions

In this section the setting values in the configuration file are described.

Connection Authentication Setting (passwd.properties)

In the standard passwd.properties, the admin which assumes an administrator and the user which assumes a refer-only
user are set.

Stated below are the setting values with comment lines omitted.

admin=admin_pwd
user=user_pwd

Format of the setting value should be [%connection user name%=%password%].

Access Authority Setting (access.properties)
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Format of the setting value should be [%access authority%=%connection user name%].
There are following 3 types of access authorities defined.

1. Keyspace Editing Authority

<modify-keyspaces> : This authority allows the creation/deletion of keyspace.

Warning

modify-keyspaces is not available in Apache Cassandra 1.1.12.

2. Keyspace Access Authority

keyspace name.<rw> : This authority allows the view and change of column family in the keyspace.
keyspace name.<ro> : This authority allows the view only of column family in the keyspace.

3. Column Family in Keyspace Access Authority

keyspace name.column family name.<rw> : This authority allows the view and change of data in a specific
column family in the keyspace.
keyspace name.column family name.<ro> : This authority allows the view only of data in a specific column
family in the keyspace.

By specifying * in the column family name, ALL column families can be specified.
Since new column families may possibly be added in the future function enhancement,
connection users stated in cassandra-cnofig.xml should own the change authority for all column
families.

In the standard access.properties, following authorities are set to the users specified by passwd.properties.

admin

Keyspace Editing Authority
default Keyspace Read&Write Authority
default Keyspace All Column Families Read&Write Authority

user

default Keyspace ReadOnly Authority
default Keyspace All Column Families ReadOnly Authority

Shown below are the setting values with some comment lines omitted.

# The magical '<modify-keyspaces>' property lists users who can modify the
# list of keyspaces: all users will be able to view the list of keyspaces.
<modify-keyspaces>=admin

# Access to Keyspace 'default'
default.<rw>=admin
default.<ro>=user

# Access to all ColumnFamily
default.*.<rw>=admin
default.*.<ro>=user

Warning

In case |common_base_product_2014_spring| or prior version is used

Connection user that is set to cassandra-config.xml is required to retain all change authorities.

In case you have changed the keyspace name by editing cassandra-config.xml or in case you operate
with multiple keyspaces, setting values of access authorities to keyspaces and column families in the
keyspaces should be changed.

In case |common_base_product_2014_spring| or later version is used

Authentication user name of Cassandra Connection Information which is set during tenant
environment setup is required to retain all change authorities.

In case you have changed the keyspace name by editing Cassandra Connection Information or in
case you operate with multiple keyspaces, setting values of access authorities to keyspaces and
column families in the keyspaces should be changed.
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How Connection Authentication is Confirmed

Here it is confirmed that authentication is required when the connection to Cassandra is made.
It is assumed that the authentication setting is made in the standard configuration file.

1. Start Cassandra.

2. Confirm Cassandra has been started, and start cassandra-cli.

In case of Windows, double-click <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra-cli.bat>.

In case of Linux, use the command below.

/usr/local/cassandra/bin/cassandra-cli

3. When the console has shown up, please enter the command below.

connect localhost/9160;

Since the authentication information has not been specified, the message below will be generated and the
connection should fail.

Login failure. Did you specify 'keyspace', 'username' and 'password'?

In case connection is made to Cassandra in local environment, the message above will also be displayed
when cassandra-cli is started.

4. Please enter the command below, and finish cassandra-cli for now.

quit;

5. Then, please specify the authentication information and start cassandra-cli.

In case of Windows, please launch the command prompt and execute the command below.

%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra-cli -u admin -pw admin_pwd

In case of Linux, execute the command below and start it.

/usr/local/cassandra/bin/cassandra-cli -u admin -pw admin_pwd

Note

-u is a parameter to specify connection user name.
-pw is a parameter to specify the password.

6. When the console has shown up, please enter the command below.

connect localhost/9160;

The message below is displayed, and you can confirm that the connection has been successfully established.

Connected to: "IMBox Cluster" on localhost/9160

Warning

On intra-mart Accel Platform 2014 Spring(Granada) or later version, keyspace should be created in advance
before using the connection authentication.
With regard to the creation and addition of keyspace, please refer to [Keyspace Creation] and [Keyspace
Creation Method (with Authentication Setting)] of [Cassandra Operations].

Cassandra Operations

In this section operations on Cassandra are described.
Descriptions in this document are based on [[Table 1. Cassandra Connection Information Setting Example]].

[[Table 1. Cassandra Connection Information Setting Example]]
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Cluster Name IMBox Cluster
Host IP Address localhost
Host Port Number 9160
Authentication Setting Enable false
Keyspace default

Topics

Keyspace Creation
Keyspace Creation Method (with Authentication Setting)
Keyspace Deletion Method
Flush
Snapshot
Recovery (Restore) by Snapshot Data

Keyspace Creation

1. Please start Cassandra.

2. Confirm that Cassandra has been started, and start cassandra-cli.

In case of Windows, double-click <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra-cli.bat>.
In case of Linux, execute the command below to start it.

/usr/local/cassandra/bin/cassandra-cli

3. When the console has shown up, please enter the command below.

connect localhost/9160;

4. Please confirm that the connection is successful, and enter the command below.

create keyspace default;

5. The message below is displayed, and you can confirm that the keyspace [default] has been created successfully.

... schemas agree across the cluster

Keyspace Creation Method (with Authentication Setting)

Procedures for creating the keyspace in Cassandra with the following conditions are introduced.

Connection User Name : aoyagi
Password : aoyagi_pwd
Keyspace Name : imbox_keyspace

1. Password should be added to Connection Authentication Setting (passwd.properties).

admin=admin_pwd
user=user_pwd
aoyagi=aoyagi_pwd

2. Add the keyspace which aoyagi can access to Access Authority Setting (access.properties).

# The magical '<modify-keyspaces>' property lists users who can modify the
# list of keyspaces: all users will be able to view the list of keyspaces.
<modify-keyspaces>=admin

# Access to Keyspace 'default'
default.<rw>=admin
default.<ro>=user
# Access to all ColumnFamily
default.*.<rw>=admin
default.*.<ro>=user

# Access to Keyspace 'imbox_keyspace'
imbox_keyspace.<rw>=aoyagi
imbox_keyspace.<ro>=user
# Access to all ColumnFamily
imbox_keyspace.*.<rw>=aoyagi
imbox_keyspace.*.<ro>=user
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Warning

In case authentication setting is used, keyspace other than the one set in access.properties may not be
created.

3. Please start Cassandra.

4. Then, please specify authentication information, and start cassandra-cli.

In case of Windows, please start the Command Prompt, and execute the command below.

%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra-cli -u aoyagi -pw aoyagi_pwd

In case of Linux, please execute the command below to do startup.

/usr/local/cassandra/bin/cassandra-cli -u aoyagi -pw aoyagi_pwd

Note

Please refer to [How Connection Authentication is Confirmed ] for the method of specifying
authentication information.

5. Please confirm that the connection is successful, enter the command below, and create [imbox_keyspace].

create keyspace imbox_keyspace;

6. The message below should be displayed, and you can confirm that the keyspace [imbox_keyspace] has been added.

... schemas agree across the cluster

Note

In case you need to build the cluster and create keyspaces in multiple Cassandra’s, you can create the
keyspace in Cassandra of seed node,and then execute the nodetool repair command. As a consequence,
keyspaces are created in other nodes, and it would not be necessary to create the keyspace on every node.

Keyspace Deletion Method

1. Cassandra should be started.

2. Please confirm that Cassandra has been started, and start cassandra-cli.

Startup method of cassandra-cli is as follows.

In case of Windows, please double-click <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/cassandra-cli.bat>.

In case of Linux, please run the command below and do the startup.

/usr/local/cassandra/bin/cassandra-cli

3. When the console has shown up, please enter the command below.

connect localhost/9160;

4. [Connected to: “IMBox Cluster” on localhost/9160] should be displayed on the console. Please enter the command below.

drop keyspace default;

5. Deletion is completed, if [... schemas agree across the cluster] is displayed on the console.

Flush

On Cassandra, data is stored to the memory called memtable.
In order to write data to SStable on the file system which is set by [data_file_directories] property of cassandra.yaml, it is
necessary to execute the flush command of nodetool.
In case no redundancy is provided, data loss might occur if the server should stop before memtable data is written to SStable.
It is recommended that you do the flush operation periodically.
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In case of Windows, please start the Command Prompt, and execute the command below.

%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/nodetool -h [IP address of the Node to be executed] flush

In case of Linux, please execute the command below.

# /usr/local/cassandra/bin/nodetool -h [IP address of the Node to be executed] flush

After the execution, following log will be generated on Cassandra.

INFO 15:12:11,104 Enqueuing flush of Memtable-Versions@2895088(83/103 serialized/live bytes, 3 ops)
INFO 15:12:11,105 Writing Memtable-Versions@2895088(83/103 serialized/live bytes, 3 ops)
INFO 15:12:11,258 Completed flushing %CASSANDRA_HOME%\data\system\Versions\system-Versions-he-3-Data.db (247 bytes) for commitlog position ReplayPosition(segmentId=42805933509718, position=544)

Snapshot

In order to back up the data of Cassandra, it is necessary to make a snapshot using the snapshot command of nodetool.
However, since the snapshot of Cassandra is generated by simply copying the SStable file, you must not fail to execute the
flush command before executing the snapshot.
Procedures for making the snapshot are as follows.

In case of Windows, please start the Command Prompt, and execute the commands below.

%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/nodetool -h [IP address of the Node to be executed] flush
%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/nodetool -h [IP address of the node to be executed] snapshot -t (arbitrary snapshot name)

In case of Linux, please execute the commands below.

# /usr/local/cassandra/bin/nodetool -h [IP address of the Node to be executed] flush
# /usr/local/cassandra/bin/nodetool -h [IP address of the Node to be executed] snapshot -t (arbitrary snapshot name)

Note

Data that was snapshot shall be copied to the directory specified by [data_file_directories] property of
conf/cassandra.yaml. Please see below for details.
In case [data_file_directories] of %CASSANDRA_HOME%/conf/cassandra.yaml is /var/lib/cassandra/data/

Cassandra System Information /var/lib/cassandra/data/system/(Column
Family Name)/snapshot/(Snapshot Name)

IMBox Data /var/lib/cassandra/data/default/(Column Family
Name)/snapshot/(Snapshpot Name)

Note

Snapshot Deletion

All snapshot directories should be deleted.

# /usr/local/cassandra/bin/nodetool -h [IP address of the Node to be executed] clearsnapshot

Please delete arbitrary snapshot.

# /usr/local/cassandra/bin/nodetool -h [IP address of the Node to be executed] clearsnapshot -t (arbitrary snapshot name)

Warning

Even if you execute clearsnapshot command in Windows environment, deletion process will fail, because the
file to be deleted is seized by the Cassandra process.
If you execute the command below, SSTable will be recreated at which time the reference to the file is
released.

nodetool upgradesstables
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By subsequently executing clearsnapshot, snapshot can be successfully deleted.

This problem would not occur in the Linux environment.

Recovery (Restore) by Snapshot Data

If the data has been saved by snapshot, it can be recovered (restored) to the point of snapshot.

In case of Windows

1. Cassandra should be stopped.
2. Please delete the file of commitlog (example: C:/var/lib/cassandra/commit_log).
3. Please delete SSTable (example: Each db file of C:/var/lib/cassandra/data/default/(Column Family Name)/

should be deleted).
4. Please copy each db file of snapshot to C:/var/lib/cassandra/data/default/(Column Family Name).
5. Please start Cassandra.

In case of Linux

1. Cassandra should be stopped.
2. Please delete the file of commitlog (example: /var/lib/cassandra/commit_log).
3. Please delete SSTable (Each db file of /var/lib/cassandra/data/default/(Column Family Name)/ should be

deleted).
4. Please copy each db file of snapshot to /var/lib/cassandra/data/default/(Column Family Name).
5. Please start Cassandra.

Cassandra Operations

In this section Cassandra operations are described.

Topics

Timing and Risk of Status Change
Planned Stoppage
Abnormal Stoppage
Disconnection from Network

Risk Mitigation
Flush Execution before Planned Stoppage
Periodic Flush Execution
Cluster Configuration Build
Summary

In case Cassandra is operated with a Single Node
In case Cassandra is operated in Cluster Configuration

Data Recovery
Recoverable Data
Unrecoverable Data

Time Adjustment

Timing and Risk of Status Change

Timing of Cassandra operations status change and the associated risk are described.

Planned Stoppage

This represents the case in which Cassandra is stopped at the intended timing either manually or by the service.
It should be assumed that there is no outstanding update request from the ApplicationServer when Cassandra is to be
stopped.

Note

Support Example

Please stop ApplicationServer before Cassandra is stopped.

nodetool drain command should be executed, and write request would not be accepted.

Flush will be executed at the same time drain is executed.
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In case flush was successful :
This is the status normally expected. There is no data loss, because flush has been executed. Therefore, there is no need
to take further action.

In case flush failed :
When the planned stoppage is made, flush would be normally executed and data integrity at the time of stoppage would
be secured. However, flush may sometimes fail at the time of stoppage.
Data that was on the memory would be lost, because flush was not successfully executed.

Abnormal Stoppage

This represents the case in which Cassandra is stopped by some unexpected cause.

Note

Following status are assumed.

In case the exception that makes the continuation of service in Cassandra impossible
(OutOfMemoryError) occurs
In case the process of Cassandra is forced to stop
In case OS has stopped during Cassandra startup

In case flush has been executed :
Flush may have been executed before the abnormal stoppage.
Since flush has been executed, there is no data loss. Therefore, there is no need to take further action.

In case flush has not been executed or has failed :
Flush is normally not executed before the abnormal stoppage. Therefore, it will fail even if it is executed.
Data that was on the memory would be lost, because flush was not successfully executed.

Note

Regardless of whether it is a planned stoppage or abnormal stoppage, there is a risk of data loss
because of the flush failure.

Disconnection from Network

If the node of Cassandra is disconnected from the network, data loss will not occur.
However, the service may become unavailable depending on the configuration status.

In case it is built with a single node :
IMBox will not be available until Cassandra is restored.

Note

In the case of single node operation, data loss will not occur, because read/write operation
cannot be executed when the network is disconnected.

In case it is built as a cluster :
Status would change depending on the number of nodes disconnected from the network.

In case the number of available units allow service to continue :
For example, if 1 unit is disconnected while [3 nodes (replication factor is 3)] are in operation, the service
can continue normally with the other 2 units.
When the disconnected node is reconnected to the network, missing data is replicated (copied) and the
normal operation status is resumed.

In case the number of available units do not allow service to continue :
IMBox becomes unavailable until Cassandra is restored.
For example, if 2 units are disconnected while [there are 3 nodes and replication factor is 3], the service
cannot be continued.
Since the service becomes unavailable and read/write operations cannot be performed, there would be
no data loss.

Risk Mitigation

From the descriptions of the previous section, it is basically necessary to take some countermeasure in case the flush fails or is
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not executed.
There are a few alternatives shown below as countermeasures.

Flush Execution before Planned Stoppage

Flush process is executed once before the planned stoppage.
By doing this, you can avoid the risk of flush failure at the time of planned stoppage.

Periodic Flush Execution

By executing the flush periodically by cron and so on at Cassandra startup time, data contents at the point of the last flush
execution will be secured even if the data loss occurs because of abnormal stoppage.

Note

This countermeasure only reduces the possibility or amount of data loss.
Please see this for Flush.

Note

Frequency of flush execution should be coordinated with the conditions required by the operations
design.
Following items would need to be assessed.

Maximum amount of time in which data loss situation might be allowed
Impact on service response time and server load by the increased I/O load by
the periodic flush execution

Cluster Configuration Build

Possibility of data loss or service stoppage can be significantly reduced by building and operating Cassandra cluster.
It is strongly recommended that the number of nodes that make up a cluster should be 3 or more.

In case number of nodes are 2 :
In case there are 2 nodes in the cluster, service continuation (data read and write) would not be possible if one of the
nodes is stopped.
If the service cannot be continued, data loss would not occur, because data write cannot be made.

In case number of nodes are 3 (or more) :
In case there are 3 nodes in the cluster (and the replication factor is 3), the service can continue even if 1 node is
stopped.
When the stopped node is recovered, missing data for the stopped node is replicated (copied), and the normal operation
status would be resumed when the replication is completed.

If 2 nodes out of 3 nodes are stopped at the same time, the service cannot be continued. Therefore, recovery process is
necessary when 1 node is stopped.
However, since data write cannot be made when the service cannot be continued, data loss would not occur.

Summary

Here are the summaries of effective measures for each configuration.

In case Cassandra is operated with a Single Node

In case Cassandra is operated with a single node, it is not possible to completely prevent the data loss when the abnormal
stoppage occurs.
Following countermeasures are considered effective when the abnormal stoppage occurs.

Flush execution before stoppage

Periodic flush execution

Note

Reference Information

Cassandra system for our company’s internal use is operated with a single node, and flush is
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executed with 15-minute interval.
This system has been in operation for about 2 years, and in the past posted data for the preceding
15 minutes (maximum) was lost 4 times.
[*] Since our company’s system is also used as operations test environment, pre-release version
(RC version) is being used, and hence the error rate would be higher than the normal systems.

In case Cassandra is operated in Cluster Configuration

Operations in the cluster configuration would, by themselves, significantly reduce the possibility of data loss.
In case there is a need to stop the entire cluster for the maintenance or other purpose, the risk of data loss can be reduced by
executing the following measures.

Flush Execution before Stoppage

Data Recovery

If the data loss has occurred, data that can be restored are as follows :

Recoverable Data

[User] and [Department] information that are written synchronously by IM-Common Master

Note

It can be restored by executing the dedicated job (job net).
For the details, please refer to [IMBox Specifications - Job Scheduler ].

Unrecoverable Data

[Posting Contents] or [Newly Created Group] which has been updated on IMBox will be saved only on Cassandra.
Therefore, it cannot be restored once data loss has occurred.

Note

Since the attachment files are saved on the file system (PublicStorage), they can be restored by
the System Administrator.

For the saving location of attachment files, please refer to [IMBox Specifications - Action -File].

Time Adjustment

All the data stored on Cassandra have the time. This time is utilized to resolve data inconsistency mainly in the clustering
environment.
Therefore, if you do such operations as changing the clock of the server Cassandra is operated on, data mismatch would
occur and data may be damaged.
Please note that the time stored on Cassandra comes from the time set by the application connecting to Cassandra and not
from the time of the server Cassandra operates on.
Therefore, all the clocks on intra-mart Accel Platform operations environment and on the servers Cassandra executes must
have the same time.
Please assess the use of ntp server to make all the times common.

Cassandra Version Upgrade

In this section the method of version upgrade of Cassandra will be introduced.

Note

Since several defects (defect such as data is damaged during operation and restart fails) have
been corrected on Cassandra1.1.12, it is recommended to upgrade the version if you are already
operating with Cassandra1.1.4.
We have verified the operations of Cassandra1.1.12 on intra-mart Accel Platform that was
released as 2013 Winter(Felicia) or before too.
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Version Upgrade Procedures

In case version upgrade is to be made from Cassandra1.1.4 to Cassandra1.1.12, following procedures would be necessary.
It is recommended to obtain Snapshot before you execute version upgrade.

1. Please start Cassandra1.1.4.

2. Acceptance of write operations on Cassandra1.1.4 should be stopped by the drain of nodetool command.

In case of Windows, please start the Command Prompt, and execute the command below.

%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/nodetool drain

In case of Linux, please execute the command below.

# /usr/local/cassandra/bin/nodetool drain

3. [DRAINED] will be displayed on Cassandra under operation, and Cassandra stops.

4. [data_file_directories] property in the <%CASSANDRA_HOME%/conf/cassandra.yaml> file of Cassandra1.1.12 should be
set to the same directory with Cassandra1.1.4.

data_file_directories Setting Example(Windows)

data_file_directories:
 - C:/cassandra/data

Warning

In case commitlog_directory and saved_caches_directory of Cassandra1.1.12 are made the same as
Cassandra1.1.4, data mismatch might occur. Please set another directory for commitlog_directory and
saved_caches_directory.

5. Please start Cassandra1.1.12, and rebuild the data by upgradesstables of nodetool command.

In case of Windows, please start the Command Prompt, and execute the command below.

%CASSANDRA_HOME%/bin/nodetool upgradesstables

In case of Linux, please execute the command below.

# /usr/local/cassandra/bin/nodetool upgradesstables

6. Version upgrade procedures are completed if the rebuild of Cassandra has been successfully completed.

Note

If Cassandra is built as a cluster, please do the rebuild for each node.
In case Cassandra Connection Authentication Setting and Registration/Deletion to Windows Service are
performed on Cassandra1.1.4, it is necessary to do the setting again on Cassandra1.1.12 after the version upgrade
was made.

Cassandra Reference Information

In this section, reference information about Cassandra will be introduced.

cassandra.yaml Major Items List

Item Name Initial Value Description

cluster_name Test Cluster Cluster Name
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initial_token <no statement> If you specify Token and have it participate in
the cluster, statement
is made here. If it is null, Token will be
allocated to the range
which is covered by the node with the highest
load. It will be randomly
allocated, if there is no load information such
as completely new node.

hinted_handoff_enabled true Please refer to Cassandra official wiki hinted
handoff for details.

authenticator org.apache.cassandra.auth.AllowAllAuthenticator This setting item is for the authentication for
accessing Cassandra.
Initial setting is no use of authentication.
Please refer to [Cassandra Connection
Authentication Setting] for details.

authority org.apache.cassandra.auth.AllowAllAuthority This setting item is for the user approval for
accessing Cassandra.
Initial setting is all connections are permitted.
Please refer to [Cassandra Connection
Authentication Setting] for details.

partitioner org.apache.cassandra.dht.RandomPartitioner It sets how to place the data in the node within
the cluster.

data_file_directories /var/lib/cassandra/data Location for storing real data.

commitlog_directory /var/lib/cassandra/commitlog Location for storing CommitLog.

saved_caches_directory /var/lib/cassandra/saved_caches Location for storing cache data.

commitlog_sync periodic It sets the method of storing CommitLog.
Selection is to be made from
[periodic/batch].

commitlog_sync_period_in_ms 10000 CommitLog is written with a specified interval
of milliseconds.

seeds 127.0.0.1 If the nodes participate in the cluster, it
specifies your own IP
and other node in the cluster.

disk_access_mode auto It sets the use of mmaped I/O. It is effective for
64bit JVM.
Use of initial value “auto” is recommended (up
to Cassandra1.1.4).

concurrent_reads 32 Number of read processes concurrently
processed. 1CPU core numberx2 is
recommended.

concurrent_writes 32 Number of read processes concurrently
processed.

storage_port 7000 Port number for data exchange with other
nodes is specified.

listen_address localhost Address to be used for inter-node
communication.
It states the network side address of the node
to be used
that participates in multiple networks.

rpc_address localhost IP address which permits external connection
by Thrift.

rpc_port 9160 Port number to be used for external
communication by Thrift.

rpc_keepalive true It selects if KeepAlive attribute is used in RPC
connection.
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thrift_framed_transport_size_in_mb 15 It specifies the size of frame buffer used by
Thrift in MB.

snapshot_before_compaction false It specifies if snapshot is taken before
Compaction.

in_memory_compaction_limit_in_mb 64 It limits the size of column compressed on
memory.
Recommended value is 5% to 10% of available
Java heap size.

rpc_timeout_in_ms 10000 Timeout value before command error is
returned.

dynamic_snitch true Data is loaded from the node other than the
one on which response speed
has slowed down because of Compaction
execution (until Cassandra1.1.4).

request_scheduler org.apache.cassandra.scheduler.NoScheduler Algorithm to limit the number of request
issuance time is specified.

External Site

Site Name URL

Apache Cassandra http://cassandra.apache.org/ (English)

Cassandra Wiki http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/FrontPage_JP (Japanese)
http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/ (English)
http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/FrontPage_ZH (Chinese)

Cassandra Hardware Sizing http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/CassandraHardware_JP (Japanese)
http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/CassandraHardware (English)
http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/CassandraHardware_ZH (Chinese)

datastaxのApache Cassandra 1.1 Document http://www.datastax.com/docs/1.1/index (English)
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